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envisioneer construction bois is a full bim solution. whether you are a client, an architect, or an engineer, envisioneer construction bois can help you. it is a complete
bim solution that provides the following functions: a project manager a project environment a bim model drafting and design tools a construction manager a

construction environment a web viewer so, for this, we have created a technology called envisioneer construction bois. envisioneer construction bois is a complete
solution to bim design, construction, management and documentation, made for architects, engineers and construction managers. envisioneer construction bois is built

on the same technology as envisioneer, but offers a more complete solution for bim. a.doc is a french consultant in the construction field who has been developing
software for 30 years. the first step is to have a business plan. then, as envisioneer is a product offered to the general public (with a saas model), a marketing plan is
needed. our development activities are focused on the user's needs and the result of a survey on construction practices. we develop in english and french. diba is the
first generalist company for digitalization and 3d modeling in building construction. its specialized services provide projects of all kinds in the domain of building and
civil engineering. diba provides high-quality services from the initial design to the construction and maintenance of buildings and the construction of infrastructure.

diba has the ambition to become a reference for digitalization and 3d modeling in the building construction sector.
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I am for that. Sometimes, you do not agree with the way of working, but what do you do? With the company Envisioneer, I am, perhaps it is just me, perhaps the
software has a bug in this issue, but I think there's no solution to this, it's impossible to have a customer as a professional who knows what he is doing, and who knows
how to sell himself and that's the difference, I have never regretted my choice. The company Envisioneer is a real pleasure to work with, she loves the concept of 3D

BIM and she is very effective, not only she has a great team of engineers and construction experts that has experience in many projects, but also she has a very
personalized team of customer care that is always there for you, she responds immediately to all your requests and she also manages your project in BIM as it should
be done, she is always vigilant, sometimes she gets very nervous when the project is running late, but she does not communicate when the work is progressing, I do

not think that she's actually good at this. If I have to complain, it's mostly that the client is very difficult to contact, that it is difficult to understand the way it works, you
have to sometimes explain to the client your way of working and he does not understand you, sometimes you do not understand him, It's frustrating. It's a real

headache and your head is in a whirl, you want to be able to share the project with the client, you want to understand him, you do not understand him and you have to
say goodbye, it's extremely frustrating. You have to be very careful with your choice. I really like Envisioneer and I am very happy with it, I will do it again in a minute,

but I will find a software that is more accessible and more easy to understand, it is really the office I like the most in what she does. 5ec8ef588b
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